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Need to know info







New Note A



Need to know info

This is a Four Beat Note - it’s called a semibreve
Count:    1      2      3      4











Need to know info
p (piano)             Play softly

f (forte)                Play loudly

D.S (dal segno)  Go from the sign

Fine                      The end

D.S al fine            Go back to the Sign and end at the 
Fine













White belt



Karate Belt - Yellow!

Try to breathe only where you see the commas ,
Make each 2 bar phrase sound smooth and only tongue 

the 1st note of each slur.



New Note G



Ear We Go!

Using B, A and G listen to the 
music and try to copy them like an 

echo. 

We start on G.



Need to know info

This is a half beat note
it’s called a quaver

Two of them together make one beat



Practise clapping the rhythms on each line.
Then clap the whole thing twice through with the music.









Technique Tip
Never hold the recorder with one hand

when you are playing

Need to know info
3

4  This tells you there are three beats in a bar

This is three beat note.
It is called a dotted minim

1    2    3 
mf   mezzo forte Medium loud
mp   mezzo piano Medium soft
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Long Note Listening

Play these notes along with the accompaniment

Listen to yourself.

Is the sound as nice as possible?





Practise these note patterns - Play each one several 
times

Technique Tip: Are you still tonguing? 
Always start every note with a ‘d’. Very 

important





Rhythm Session

Practise clapping the rhythms 1 to 4, 
then clap the whole thing through with CD 

accompaniment.









Ear We Go!

Using B, A, G, E and low D listen to the phrases
on the backing track and try to copy them like an echo.

We start on a G.





Practise clapping the rhythms on each line, then clap
the whole thing through twice with the backing track.







Need to know info

A line like this under or over two 
notes that are the same is called a 
TIE - it means join them together. 

This TIE lasts two beats.

Staccato. A dot over a note tells 
you to play it really short with your 

tongue.



Need to know info

Gradually get louder

This means PAUSE. 
Hold the note a bit longer

Technique Tip: Is your left hand still at the top?



Play these long notes with the backing track. 
Listen to yourself. Is the sound as nice as 

possible?
Take a breath between each note if you like.



Karate Recorder Belts

Red

White

Yellow

Orange



White belt



Karate Belt - Yellow!

Try to breathe only where you see the commas ,
Make each 2 bar phrase sound smooth and only tongue 

the 1st note of each slur.



Orange Belt



Red Belt



Karate Recorder Belts

Red

White

Yellow

Orange


















